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The IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society (ITSS) focuses on the theoretical, experimental, and operational aspects of electrical and electronics engineering and information technologies as applied to intelligent transportation systems (ITS). ITS are defined as those systems utilizing synergistic technologies and systems engineering concepts to develop and improve transportation systems of all kinds.

Becoming a member of IEEE ITSS means joining thousands of engineers, enthusiasts, educators, learners, leaders, and collaborators around the globe to advance intelligent transportation technologies for the betterment of humanity. As an organization, we share expertise, learn, and collaborate in an effort to solve today’s transportation challenges, using advanced technologies to improve mobility, safety and the environment.

**As an ITSS member you will:**

» Discover the latest breakthroughs, cutting-edge information, and research on advanced transportation technologies with access to diverse ITSS publications and conferences.

» Stay relevant and deepen your understanding of key aspects of intelligent transportation systems through quality educational offerings and technical activities.

» Connect and collaborate through networking opportunities and participate in local technical activities with any of our chapters around the world.

» Award and recognize the outstanding contributions of fellow members in the field of intelligent transportation systems and their service to the society through ITSS awards program.

» Achieve more with special discounts and member pricing for IEEE ITSS publications, conferences, and professional development programs.

**IEEE ITSS Membership includes:**


» Free access to the IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Digital Library, IEEE Smart Cities Resource Center, and the IEEE RFID Resource Center.

» Discounted registration for the IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium (IEEE IV) and the IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference (IEEE ITSC).